HOW TO CLEAN THE FOB during scheduled Line Cleaning.

1. **Disconnect Keg(s) and connect to cleaning system.**
2. **Push Up Float Release** allowing the cleaning solution to circulate through the FOB in either direction.
3. **Push Down & Hold Vent Knob** while cleaning until the chamber is full and cleaning solution vents out the drain line, cleaning the chamber, vent and drain.
4. **Rinse with Water** Repeat step 3 while rinsing the system with water.
5. **Push Down & Hold Vent Knob** while rinsing until the chamber is full and water vents out the drain line rinsing the chamber, vent and drain.
6. **Pull Down Float Release**
HOW TO RESET THE FOB when replacing an empty keg.

1. **Disconnect Empty Keg** and tap a fresh keg.
2. **Push Down & Hold Vent Knob** to refill chamber completely with beer. While venting, a small amount of beer and foam will escape through the drain line.
3. **Push Up Float Release** to allow the float to rise to top of chamber and allow beer to flow to the faucet.
4. **Pull Down Float Release** resetting the FOB to normal operation.

! The *Float Release* must be in the pull down position for proper operation.

**PRO-MAX-3**

Learn more about Draft Beer Systems at [www.micromatic.com](http://www.micromatic.com)